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1.

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE AD HOC INVESTIGATORY COMMITTEE

In November 2007, the Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT) established an ad
hoc investigatory committee to examine the case of Dr. Larry Reynolds, former Head of the
Department of Family Medicine at the University of Manitoba. The members of the committee
are: Dr. Bob Miller, Chair of the Department of Family Medicine, Memorial University; Dr.
Ernest Redekop, Professor Emeritus, Department of English, University of Western Ontario;
and Dr. Colin Stuttard, retired Professor of Microbiology, Faculty of Medicine, Dalhousie
University.
The Committee’s original terms of reference (letter from James Turk to Dean Sandham, sent on
November 19, 2007) were “to look into allegations that Dr. Reynolds’ academic freedom and
the University’s policies on Appointment of Heads of Departments were violated in the recent
head selection process” (when the Dean of Medicine rejected Dr. Reynolds’ application for
reappointment as Head of the Department of Family Medicine).
One year later, the terms of reference were expanded: “to investigate the termination of Dr.
Reynolds in his position as a Professor of Family Medicine at the University of Manitoba and at
the Winnipeg Regional Health Authority:
To determine if the termination was consistent with the CAUT Policy Statement on Tenure; to
determine if the termination was in accord with the University of Manitoba Policy on Term of
Appointment and Tenure; and to make any recommendations you [the Committee] feel are
appropriate.”
(Turk fax to Dean Sandham on Dec. 12, 2008)
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2.

INITIAL FACTS
2.1 Dr. Reynolds' Original Appointment.

In 2001, Dr. Brian Hennen, then Dean of the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Manitoba,
recruited Dr. Reynolds from the University of Western Ontario to take up a “Geographical FullTime position” (joint appointment): 40% as Professor and Head of Family Medicine at UM
(comprising 30% administration, 5% teaching, 5% research); and 60% as Medical Director of
the Family Medicine Program of the Winnipeg Regional Health Authority (WRHA) with time
commitments of 20% to patient care, 35% administration, and 5% for research. Included in the
WRHA responsibilities was the position of Medical Site Manager for Family Medicine at St.
Boniface General Hospital in Winnipeg.
2.1.1 Tenure
Section 3 of the formal offer, dated May 28, 2001, and signed by Dean Hennen and Dr. Brian
Postl, CEO of the WRHA, is headed “Term of Appointment”; subsection 3.1 is headed
“University of Manitoba” and includes the statement: “As a Faculty member, your
appointment will be tenured. Your tenured appointment will begin on October 1, 2001.
Your appointment as Head, Department of Family Medicine is effective from October 1, 2001
to September 30, 2006, and is subject to renewal in accordance with the policy as approved
by the Board of Governors, May 20, 1982 (copy enclosed).” In addition, there was a separate
letter, same date and signatories, [serving] “as confirmation to additional understandings
reached and not included within the formal letter of offer.” These understandings included
agreement that Dr. Reynolds would have time off to complete a Master of Health Science
(Bioethics) degree at the University of Toronto during the first year of his appointment.
(emphasis added)
We note that these documents contain no suggestion that Dr Reynolds’ appointment as professor
with tenure in the University of Manitoba’s Department of Family Medicine was in any way
contingent on funding from the WRHA (see below).
The UM Policy Term of Appointment and Tenure (effective October 22, 1991), at section 2.1
(Appointments with Tenure) states: “Such appointments continue until resignation or retirement,
or until terminated earlier by the University for cause, or as a result of a declaration by the
Board of an extraordinary financial exigency or redundancy.”
2.1.2 Department Head
The UM Policy Appointment of Heads of Departments (effective May 20, 1982), under the
heading “Scope” states: “… appointments are held at the pleasure of the Board.” And under
“Appointment Procedures” it states: “… the Dean shall strike a committee to advise on the
appointment of a Head. In considering candidates for the position, the Committee shall
automatically consider the incumbent as a candidate for renewal of appointment unless he or she
declines to be considered.”
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The UM Policy Term of Appointment and Tenure (effective October 22, 1991), under “General
Policy”, Section 1 (Term of Appointment of Officers and Employees Other than as Full-Time
Faculty Members) at subsection 1.2 states:
“The term of appointment of … heads of departments … shall be terminable at the
discretion of the Board …” At 1.4, the Policy states: “The termination of … appointment
of … heads of departments … shall not affect the … tenure … of those persons as faculty
members.” (emphasis added)
According to the original May 28, 2001, formal letter of offer to Dr. Reynolds, his initial annual
salary of $230,000 on appointment comprised remuneration from the University of Manitoba in
the amount of $6,000 for GFT services, $35,924 Headship, and $2,442 Headship stipend (total
$44,366), and remuneration from the WRHA of $20,808 for Site Director at St. Boniface
General Hospital, and $19,000 for GFT, plus stipends of $20,808 for the position of Medical
Director, Family Medicine, and $125,018 in Family Medicine block stipends (WRHA total
$184,634). Neither UM nor WRHA had “any obligation whatsoever to continue, in whole or in
part, that part of the salary attributable to the position in the other organization should such
position expire or be discontinued.” In addition, the accompanying letter confirming “additional
understandings reached and not included within the formal letter of offer” seems to deal with
WRHA commitments and clinical earnings. At item 8 it states: “As per University of Manitoba
policies and procedures, six months written termination notice by either party is provided. In
the case of misconduct … [or breach of contract]… the WRHA may immediate (sic) terminate
the contract.”

2.2

Non-reappointment of Dr. Reynolds as Department Head.

On July 11, 2005 (nearly 15 months before the end of his first term as Head of Family
Medicine), Dr. Reynolds wrote to Dr. Brian Postl (CEO WRHA) thanking him for meeting on
July 8 to discuss the process for Dr. Reynolds’ “reapplication (sic) for my position as WRHA
Medical Director and University Dept Head for Family Medicine. […] We agreed that I will
review my options with Brock Wright, COO, Health Sciences Centre, and VP and Chief
Medical Officer, WRHA, before making my decision about reapplication (sic).” Dr. Reynolds
also complained that meetings he had been having during the past year with Dr. Sharon
Macdonald (WRHA Vice-President and COO, Community Health Services) and Ms. Gloria
O’Rourke, WRHA VP and Human Resources Officer, had been “experienced as harassing and
intimidating.”
The relationship between VP Macdonald and Dr. Reynolds had been fraught with difficulty
almost from the beginning of his full-time headship. On Oct 1, 2003, at the start of the third
year of his appointment, Dr. Reynolds had written to Dr. Macdonald with a litany of complaints
about her management, ending with: “These conditions make my job impossible to do and
unless they are rectified I am left with no choice but to resign from my position as Medical
Director of the Family Medicine Program.” Dr. Macdonald responded at length the same day,
ending with: “I am prepared to accept your resignation.” Dr. Reynolds did not resign.
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Although Dr. Reynolds copied his July 11, 2005, letter to VP Macdonald, she did not refer to it
until September 1, 2005, in a letter to Dr. Reynolds seeking to reschedule a meeting originally
set for August 31 that Reynolds had cancelled. She listed Dr. Reynolds’ Op-Ed article in that
day’s Winnipeg Free Press as another item for discussion. Dr. Reynolds went on vacation on
September 6 and returned to meet with Dean Sandham (possibly together with Dr. Wright) on or
about September 30, 2005, for his “Bi-Directional Annual Review.” This seems to have been
the first such “annual” review, although VP Macdonald had done a “performance appraisal” on
May 4, 2004.
Either just before or directly after the Bi-Directional review on September 30 (the last day of
Reynolds’ penultimate year in his Headship), Reynolds emailed Drs. Sandham and Postl, with a
copy to Dr. Wright, saying: “I am discussing options with Brock and at this point I will let my
name stand for a second term as Medical Director and Head of the Dept of Family Medicine.”
On the same date, Dean Sandham wrote to Dr. Reynolds giving a summary of their BiDirectional Review meeting, including these final comments:
“We went on to discuss the issue of your relationship with Vice President of the Winnipeg
Regional Health Authority and our view that this had proceeded beyond a remediation, that
it was creating an unnecessary hardship for you and was preventing the full development of
the program for your department. I stressed the need to have integrated academic and
clinical department heads in the city.”
On October 21, 2005, Dr. Wright wrote to Reynolds regarding his GFT position. Dr. Wright set
out the terms of employment with WRHA that would be offered to Reynolds “if you decide to
withdraw from the current search process, and you obtain an approved administrative leave
through the University …” Specifics would be determined “through discussions between you
and the new Head of Family Medicine and Medical Director of Family Medicine, WRHA.”
(emphasis added)
Provence Consulting advertised the positions in the January 2006 edition of Canadian Family
Physician, and Reynolds “received calls from colleagues across the country expressing concern
that they were being headhunted for my job” (see letter dated October 15, 2007 from Dr.
Reynolds to Maggie Duncan, UM Office of Equity). The Dean’s search committee (15
members, including the Dean, Dr. Postl, VP Macdonald, and two students) had been established,
presumably in the last three months of 2005, but this was not communicated to Dr. Reynolds
until Jan. 31, 2006.
On Feb 09, 2006, Dr. Reynolds was called to Dr. Sandham’s office to meet the Dean and VP
Macdonald. Later that day, in an email to Karen Grant (UM Vice-Provost, Academic Affairs)
Dr. Reynolds reported that the Dean had asked him what his intentions were about reapplying
for his job, and Dr. Reynolds had “told him that it was my intention to reapply.” Dr. Reynolds
added that the Dean told him he “must reapply thru (sic) the Headhunting firm that has been
engaged. I was never informed about this. I have seen the ads and understood these were for
others rather than the incumbent.” (Reynolds email to Karen Grant) The next day, Dr. Reynolds
emailed seach@providenceconsulting.com (sic), copied to Dean Sandham, Karen Grant, and VP
Sharon Macdonald, to notify the consultants that he was working to clarify whether, as the
incumbent who had not declined to be considered, he was automatically a candidate for
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reappointment. Given the typographical errors in the email address (correct address:
search@provenceconsulting.com), the consultants may not have received this message.
However, the Dean did, because he responded about one hour later in an email saying:
“Just a clarification. The last communication we had regarding you (sic) position was
discussion around how you would use your admin leave, and our efforts to make that
useful for you.” (emphasis added).
(This prior discussion may have occurred in the first three weeks of October 2005, following the
September 30 Bi-Directional review, when Dr. Reynolds notified Dean Sandham he would
stand for a second term – see above.)
Ten days later, in a letter to Dr. Reynolds dated February 20, 2006, Mrs. Mary Hill,
Administrative Secretary to the Departmental Headship Search Committee, noted that Dean
Sandham had received Dr. Reynolds’ email regarding his intention to apply for the position of
Head. She asked Dr. Reynolds to send a copy of his CV and names of referees to Ms. Maureen
Geldart at Provence Consulting. He responded on February 27, 2006, and received an emailed
acknowledgement from Provence Consulting on March 6.
According to Dean Sandham (letter to Dr. C. Stuttard, dated October 29, 2009), the subsequent
search process was delayed but not abandoned. “The delay in the search occurred as a result of
a March 6, 2006 decision by the search committee to recommend that an external review of the
Department be conducted to better understand the challenges faced by the unit, as well as the
type of leader required. Subsequently, there was a 360 degree review of the Department and a
performance review of Dr. Reynolds.”
In fact, the Dean and Dr. Wright initiated “a 360° evaluation” of Dr. Reynolds in June 2006 (see
May 2, 2006, draft document, The Department Head Review Process, and email to Dr. Reynolds
from Marnie Donovan, Administrative Assistant to the Dean, June 16, 2006), and a later
external review of the Department (see below). Dean Sandham and Dr. Wright conducted the
evaluation based on a standard 360° form completed by Dr. Reynolds (no copy was available to
this Committee) and an interview on June 23 with Dr. Reynolds. On June 26, Dr. Reynolds
wrote notes of his view of the process, and characterized the meeting as “demeaning,
threatening and demoralizing.” He would await the Dean and Dr. Wright’s written assessment
before writing his response. We do not know whether, in fact, Dr. Reynolds did respond to the
subsequent assessment; if he did, we were not provided with a copy.
The Dean and Dr. Wright wrote a narrative summary of this “Annual Performance Review” and
sent it to Dr. Reynolds on July 17, 2006. The summary explained that the evaluation was in the
extended 360° category because Dr. Reynolds was one of “Those individuals up for renewal”.
At the end of the evaluation summary Dr. Wright’s personal view “was that Dr. Reynolds
should think long and hard about a second term due to the large number of concerns and overall
unsatisfactory evaluation which had been delivered. If he did apply and was successful, there
would need to be significant discussion regarding goals and objectives and if not, there needed
to be significant discussion about a future role as a former head for Dr. Reynolds.” (emphasis
added)
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Dr. Reynolds had already submitted his application before March 6 when, according to Dean
Sandham, the search committee decided to delay the search (Dean Sandham chaired the search
committee). Therefore, Dr. Wright’s comment seems peculiar, unless he was referring to the
possibility that Dr. Reynolds might apply in a second search process to be conducted in the
coming months, after his first term had expired on September 30, 2006. Wording consistent
with this interpretation (“.. you will not submit your name as a candidate..”) is found in the first
(dated November 2, 2006) of two letters signed by Drs. Wright and Sandham and sent to Dr.
Reynolds on November 7, 2006 (see Administrative Leave, below). However, Dr. Sandham
(letter to Dr. Stuttard, op cit) notes that the November 7 letter “goes on to specifically state that
he had ‘withdrawn from the current search process’.” Similar words: “if you decide to withdraw
from the current search process, …” are in the October 21, 2005, letter to Dr. Reynolds from
Dr. Wright. (see above). Thus, it is unclear whether, as Dr. Sandham contends, the original
search process was continuing, or a new search was being contemplated. If the latter were the
case, it would suggest that the Dean was not prepared to recommend Dr. Reynolds’
reappointment; that is, the Dean had rejected Dr. Reynolds’ “reapplication”.
In his October 29, 2009, letter to Dr. Stuttard Dr. Sandham claims:
“On November 15, 2006, Dr. Reynolds circulated an email to members of the Department
of Family Medicine entitled ‘Farewell’, and indicated that he had withdrawn his
application for re-appointment as Head.”
And in his own letter to Dr. Stuttard Dr. Postl similarly states:
“Dr. Reynolds himself, withdrew from the competition. Dr. Reynolds sent an email to the
Family Medicine Program members and many others, including myself, dated November
15, 2006. Dr. Reynolds, himself, stated: ‘I have informed the Dean of Medicine and the
WRHA CEO, Dr. Brian Postl, that I have decided to withdraw my name as a candidate for a
second term as Department Head and Medical Director for Family Medicine.’ I trust that
Dr. Reynolds provided you with a copy of that email.”
In fact, no one has provided a copy to this Committee, but in his own, point-form account of his
November 2006 departure from the Department, Dr. Reynolds (letter to Maggie Duncan,
October 15, 2007) stated:
“14. In November I was forced to negotiate an exit strategy and there was a public
announcement of my departure 2 days before I left, without me having a chance to
communicate with my Department members.”
In addition, Dr. Sandham wrote:
“We note that Dr. Reynolds had an internal grievance process available to him if he felt his
treatment during the search process was unfair. He did not seek any remedy through this
process, we suggest, because he had agreed not to stand as a candidate.”
Since Dr. Sandham gives no reference for this putative grievance procedure, we assume he
means the University of Manitoba’s “Appeals by academic or support staff excluded from
bargaining units” which applies to GFT staff and administrative academic staff, among others.
If so, we can only observe that procedures under this policy do not cover any act or omission of
the Board of Governors (Department Heads are appointed at the pleasure of the Board), or
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failure to reappoint, among others. Thus, unless there is some other applicable grievance
procedure, Dr. Sandham is again in error and, in fact, Dr. Reynolds did not have a University
grievance procedure open to him. Therefore, his failure to appeal cannot be taken as evidence
that he had agreed “not to stand as a candidate” – he was already standing as a candidate.
In any event, there seems to have been no second international search, nor continuation of the
original search, despite a recommendation in the Moores-Woollard Report (Appendix). Instead,
another member of the Department of Family Medicine, Dr. Jamie Boyd, was made Acting
Head on November 17 (see below), and some time later was made Head.
While he and Dr. Wright were conducting their evaluation of Dr. Reynolds, Dean Sandham
(with Dr. Postl) was also writing: “Draft terms of reference external review Department of
Family Medicine Winnipeg Regional Health Authority and Faculty of Medicine University of
Manitoba”. The review process began in early June (see emails between Ms. Lynne Ducharme
and Ms. Mary Hill, June 6, 2006, and Ms. Marnie Donovan, July 17 and 18, 2006, and August
29, 2006). The final terms of reference requested that the review be completed, and report
provided, by July 15, 2006. However, the reviewers, Drs. Robert Woollard and David Moores,
did not conduct their on-site interviews until September 24, 25 and 26, 2006 (see Appendix).
Dr. Reynolds’ term as Head of the Department of Family Medicine expired on September 30,
2006, but he apparently agreed to continue as the Acting Head and Medical Director until
November 17, 2006 (see first letter dated November 7, 2006, to Dr. Reynolds from Dr. Wright
and Dean Sandham).

3.

ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE (Nov 18, 2006 – Nov 17, 2007)

In their first November 7, 2006, letter (also dated November 2), Drs. Wright and Sandham set
out the agreement they had reached with Dr. Reynolds regarding a “smooth transition” to a new
Acting Head and Medical Director who would be appointed to replace Dr. Reynolds on
November 17, 2006:
“You have agreed that you will not submit your name as a candidate for this position for a
second term as Head and Medical Director. Your request for an administrative leave has
been approved by the University of Manitoba and WRHA and will commence on November
18, 2006. Your paid administrative leave is for one year, until November 17, 2007. During
your administrative leave you will be entitled to your benefits as a Geographical Full Time
member in accordance with the existing GFT Agreement with the University of Manitoba.”
(Note: the Ad hoc Committee was unable to obtain a copy of this GFT Agreement.)
The letter set out details of the remuneration Dr. Reynolds would receive during his
administrative leave, and continued, in part, as follows:
“As you have withdrawn from the current search process and you have obtained an
approved administrative leave through the University and the WRHA, when you return from
your administrative leave, the WRHA and University are prepared to offer you a GFT
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position in Seven Oaks Family Medicine Teaching Unit practice for a one year term,
provided that a vacancy exists. …
“If there is no vacant position in the SOGH Teaching Unit upon your return from your
administrative leave, then for a the portion of the one year period that there is no vacancy
(up to a maximum of one year) WRHA is prepared to offer you a full-time term position
within the WRHA Family Medicine Program and will top up your income, if necessary, to
the level of a GFT Teaching Unit Family Medicine physician in accordance with the
existing rates … If a vacant Teaching Unit position is not available upon your return, and
you are employed within the WRHA Family Medicine Program, your specific clinical and
other duties will be determined at that time through discussions and mutual agreement
between you and the new Head of Family Medicine and Medical Director of Family
Medicine, WRHA.”
The same signatories sent a second letter to Dr. Reynolds dated November 7, 2006. The first
three paragraphs read as follows:
“This will serve as a Letter of Understanding to be appended to your Original Letter of
Offer dated May 28, 2001 and any addendums or letters of understanding attached thereto.
“All current terms and conditions of appointment remain the same except for the following:
“Your appointment as Head, Department of Family Medicine will be extended from
October 1, 2006 to November 17, 2006.”
This Letter of Understanding then sets out the components of Dr. Reynolds’ salary, including
$12,491.33 for “GFT (tenured)”, and his Headship pay, which, the letter noted, “will cease
during periods of administrative leaves.” The letter ended with a request for Dr. Reynolds to
sign his acceptance of “these terms and conditions” and return to the Dean, which Dr. Reynolds
did on November 15, 2006. We note again that the terms and conditions of Dr. Reynolds’
appointment included tenure in the Department of Family Medicine and GFT with tenure.
One year later, Dr. Reynolds received another Letter of Understanding, dated November 2,
2007, and signed by Dr. R.J Boyd, the new Head of Family Medicine and Medical Director; Dr.
Milton Sussman, who had replaced Dr. Sharon Macdonald as VP responsible for the WRHA
Family Medicine Program; and Dean Sandham. This Letter of Understanding gave Dr.
Reynolds’ rank and title as UM Professor and WRHA Clinician, and offered an “extension” to
his GFT position in the UM Department of Family Medicine and in the WRHA Program at
Seven Oaks General Hospital (SOGH Kildonan Medical Centre – Family Practice Residency
Training Unit), effective November 17, 2007, and ending November 16, 2008. Dr. Reynolds
signed his acceptance on December 10, 2007. We understand from Dr. Reynolds that, at the
time, as a tenured Professor with a tenured GFT appointment, he attached no significance to the
word “extension” other than indicating a change in his work site.
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4.

EXPULSION FROM DEPARTMENT

In early November 2008, Dr. Reynolds had the following email exchange with the new Head of
Family Medicine, Dr. Jamie Boyd:
>>> Jamie Boyd 11/4/2008 12:37 PM >>>
Effective Nov.17 2008,Dr. Larry Reynold"s will be finishing his one year term GFT
position at KMC. As all of you know Larry was our Dept. Head from 2001-2006 and
followed this with a sabbatical year in 2006- 2007. Larry will continue his leadership
role in Low- Risk Obstetrics that he started with the clinic at Women"s in Feb2008. He
will likely continue his work in Emergency and move on to new endeavors and continue
his role as a community teacher in many disciplines.Dr. Mark Boroditsky will take over
Larry"s position officially Nov17 2008. This is what I was considering as an
announcement.What do you think???
Dr. R. Jamie Boyd
Professor & Head, Department of Family Medicine University of Manitoba Regional
Medical Director Winnipeg Regional Health Authority
E6003 - 409 Tache Avenue
Winnipeg MB R2H 2A6
ph. - 204 - 235-3655
f - 204 - 231-0302
e - jaboyd@sbgh.mb.ca

>>> Larry Reynolds 11/10/2008 10:06 >>>
Jamie I hope Saskatoon was ok. Are you planning to announce today. If so later in the
afternoon might be better.
We need to talk about returning the laptop and about my palm pilot. I also have some
holidays due. Jack W or B Cram will check that out.
I guess that I should work with Tunje about the patient transfers, labs and messages for
me. Do you have an understanding about what is going to be said to patients?
Just to be clear from your meeting with me and Bobby. You said I can not apply for
locum positions in the University Dept of FM and that I can not apply for the GFT
position at FMC.
Is that accurate.
Larry
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>>> Jamie Boyd 11/10/2008 12:53:52 PM >>>
As per our discussion, I will send out an E-mail this P.M. announcing that you are
finishing your term position. I would appreciate that you return the laptop as soon as you
are able to transfer your files, although I feel you should keep the palm pilot. I agree
with checking out your holidays with Jack Wallace and Bobby Cram. I would appreciate
you working out the patient transfers, labs , messages, and other paper work with Tunji ,
Bernie and the staff at KMC. The patients will be informed that Mark Boroditsky is
taking over your position Nov17 and that you are moving on to new endeavors such as
Low -Risk Obs. The answer is yes that as of now you cannot apply for any GFT or
locum positions in the University Dept of Family Medicine. Thank you for your
cooperation under very difficult circumstances.
Dr. R. Jamie Boyd
Professor & Head, Department of Family Medicine University of Manitoba Regional
Medical Director Winnipeg Regional Health Authority
E6003 - 409 Tache Avenue,
Winnipeg MB R2H 2A6

Later on November 10, all members of the Department of Family Medicine received this
announcement:
>>> "Jamie Boyd" <jaboyd@sbgh.mb.ca> 11/10/2008 2:38 PM >>>
Dear Colleagues,
Effective November 17th, 2008, Dr. Larry Reynolds will be finishing his one year term
GFT position at KMC. As all of you know, Larry was our Department Head from 20012006 and followed this with a sabbatical year in 2006- 2007. Larry will continue his
leadership role in Low- Risk Obstetrics that he started with the clinic at Women's in
February of 2008. He will likely continue his work in Emergency, whilst moving on to
new endeavors and continuing his role as a community teacher in many disciplines. Dr.
Mark Boroditsky will take over Larry's position officially on November 17, 2008.
Speaking on behalf of the Department of Family Medicine, I would like to thank Larry
for all his hard work and dedication and wish him every success in the future.
Sincerely,

Thus, Dr. J. Larry Reynolds, a tenured Professor with a tenured GFT appointment, was
dismissed from the University of Manitoba’s Department of Family Medicine without formal
notice and with no hearing regarding dismissal for cause, contrary to his contract and the
policies of the University of Manitoba.
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5.

INTERVIEWS AND FURTHER COMMENT

The Committee made two trips to Winnipeg, the first in February 2008, and the second in
December 2008. The first trip was devoted to a lengthy interview with Dr. Reynolds, after
which the Committee reached the tentative conclusion that the Dean’s apparent decision on
March 6, 2006, not to recommend the reappointment of Dr. Reynolds as Department Head (and
therefore WRHA Medical Director) of Family Medicine was a management right. It was not
clear to the Committee that Dr. Reynolds’ academic freedom was thereby violated, but the
Committee did not preclude further investigation.
Between the first and second trips, however, and despite holding an appointment as a professor
with tenure, Dr. Reynolds was dismissed from the Faculty of Medicine. The question for the
Committee now changed from an evaluation of the administration’s decision not to reappoint
him as Head of the Department of Family Medicine to an evaluation of his dismissal as a
tenured professor.
On Monday, December 15, 2008, the Committee interviewed Dr. Alan Jackson, a neurologist
at the University of Manitoba and chair of the CAUT Clinical Faculty Committee, and Dr. Jack
Wallace, the executive director of the University Medical Group – the business/accounting
office for Geographical Full Time clinical teaching members of the Faculty of Medicine. Drs.
Jackson and Wallace provided us with useful contextual information regarding proposals to
abolish the employer-employee relationship for clinicians in the Faculty of Medicine and the
WRHA – making all clinical faculty “independent contractors” with “nil” appointments at the
University (no salary, apparently equivalent to adjunct appointments at other universities).
On Tuesday, December 16, 2008, the Committee met with Dr. Sandham, Dean of the
University of Manitoba Faculty of Medicine; Dr. Postl, CEO of the WRHA; Dr. Wright, VicePresident of the WRHA; and Dr. James Boyd, who replaced Dr. Reynolds, first as Acting Head
in 2006-07, and subsequently as Head of the Department of Family Medicine in the Faculty of
Medicine and Medical Director of Family Medicine in the WRHA. Later that day, the
Committee met with four members of the Department of Family Medicine: Drs. Brent Kvern,
Gerald Konrad, Mark Kristjanson, Gerry Bristow; and finally with again with Dr. Larry
Reynolds accompanied by Dr. Gary Beazley.
The Committee was able to hear the administrators’ explanations of their treatment of Dr.
Reynolds, and gave us an insight into the Dean’s understanding of tenure. The Dean claimed
that Dr. Reynolds was still permitted to teach, although he no longer held a GFT appointment in
the University of Manitoba’s Faculty of Medicine; in these respects, according to the Dean, he is
like the other 250 people in Family Medicine. We believe that the Dean’s claim was not
accurate (see interviews with other members of the Department of Family Medicine, below).
When we raised the question of the University’s apparent breach of Dr. Reynolds’ tenure
contract, the Dean maintained that Dr. Reynolds’ tenure was contingent on his remaining in the
teaching unit, and that, since his appointment as Head had ended on November 17, 2006, his
tenure had also ended. This also was clearly false (see November 2006 and 2007 letters of
understanding attached to Dr. Reynolds’ original employment offer, which Dr. Reynolds had
accepted). In response to further questions about the definition of tenure in the Faculty of
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Medicine, the Dean explained that tenure in his Faculty is defined differently from the definition
in other Faculties and departments of the University. We pointed out we could find no
documentation of any sort that would substantiate his position.
In a subsequent communication (letter to Dr. Stuttard, October 9, 2009), Dr. Sandham asserted
that “tenure is not defined differently in the Faculty of Medicine,” but then added that “There is
a concept of ‘contingent tenure’ which could be applied within any Faculty at the University.”
He cited the UM policy: “We would draw your attention to 2.2.4 (sic) of the Term of
Appointment and Tenure Policy, …” In fact, the particular sub-section 2.4 of the Policy
document, headed Contingent Appointments, to which Dr. Sandham referred, is actually located
in the second section of the General Policy (2. Term of Appointment or Tenure of Full-Time
Faculty Members). It defines the last of four categories of possible appointment available to a
full-time faculty member. Dr. Sandham totally ignored the first category, 2.1 Appointments with
Tenure. Dr. Reynolds’ was a category 2.1 appointment, not a 2.4 appointment. The word
“contingent” does not appear anywhere in Dr. Reynolds’ letters of appointment.
In the third section of the same document (Policies and Procedures Governing Appointments of
Full-Time Faculty Members Not Subject to a Collective Agreement), sub-section 1 is
Appointments with Tenure, and at paragraph 1.2 it reads: “Nothing in this policy shall prevent
the Board of Governors, … , from giving an appointment with tenure to a faculty member who
has a contingent appointment …” (emphasis added)
This would seem to indicate a separation of two different types of appointment, rather than a
second type of tenure – the supposed “contingent tenure” proposed by Dr. Sandham. This
interpretation is consistent with sub-section 4 of the same Policies and Procedures Governing
Appointments of Full-Time Faculty Members Not Subject to a Collective Agreement: 4.
Contingent Appointments, which is separate from sub-section 1. Appointments with Tenure (see
above), and at 4.1 (the only paragraph) in its second sentence states: “At the time of
appointment the University shall specify the funds upon which the appointment is contingent
and, where possible, the term interval of the appointment.” (emphasis added)
As we noted in section 2 above (Initial facts), Dr. Reynolds was originally given three
University appointments: an academic appointment as Professor with tenure in the Department
of Family medicine, and an administrative position as Head of that department; plus an
academic, clinical joint appointment with the WRHA as a Geographic Full Time (GFT) faculty
member, also with tenure, based in a WRHA facility. In addition, the WRHA appointed Dr.
Reynolds as Medical Director for the WRHA Family Medicine Program, and Medical Site
Manager for Family Medicine at St. Boniface General Hospital. The GFT appointment with
tenure may be unique, but was a contract none the less.
Dr. Reynolds understood his original appointments as Professor and GFT faculty member, each
with tenure, to be appointments only terminable by the employer for cause or financial
exigency, conditions that both require due process, as specified in policies applicable to all
Faculties in the University of Manitoba, including the Faculty of Medicine. He also understood
that his administrative appointment had a five year term, renewable on recommendation of the
Dean and the CEO of the WRHA.
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Dr. Brian Postl asserted that all appointments, including tenured ones, were contingent on
whether or not funds were available. He said that this underlined the difference between the
Faculty of Medicine and other faculties and departments in the University in the understanding
of the concept of tenure. In a subsequent communication (letter to Stuttard, October 29, 2009),
Dr. Postl states: “Tenure is an academic University concept. The University can respond to you
with respect to tenure.”
Dr. Brock Wright claimed that Dr. Reynolds understood that his GFT position would end with
the end of his appointment at the Kildonan Medical Centre following his year of administrative
leave. “We would have considered allowing him to remain as a GFT in the KMC,” said Dr.
Wright, “but his performance was poor and clearly inadequate.” He said Dr. Reynolds seemed
to be surprised by the impending end of his appointment in November 2008, and wanted a lump
sum or some other form of recompense. “Had we reappointed him,” Wright concluded, “we
would have been heavily criticized.” He did not say by whom.
Dr. Wright subsequently addressed this question in a letter to Dr. Stuttard (dated October 29,
2009, and signed by Robin Carels for Dr. Wright) as follows:
“The vast majority of the other physicians at the Kildonan Medical Centre would have
criticized the WRHA if Dr. Reynolds had been permitted to remain as a clinician there.
They were the ones who had to pick up extra work when Dr. Reynolds failed to show for
scheduled clinics. On several occasions Dr. Reynolds failed to show up in clinic to
supervise residents assigned to him. He showed a lack of respect for administrative
expectations and routines, including failure to attend department meetings, failure to notify
the Clinic Manager of some of his absences, including returning two days late from
vacation despite having patients booked. He failed to respond to the Program Medical
Director’s requests to meet between June 2008 and September 2008 to discuss his
performance and transition at the scheduled end of his term. During his time at the Clinic
he was scheduled for 3.5 days per week in clinics and the remaining 1.5 days was for
research and administration. It does not appear that Dr. Reynolds did any research during
this time. For these and other reasons not detailed in this summary, the WRHA has no
doubt it would have been criticized if it had agreed to give another term position there to
Dr. Reynolds.”
It is the view of this Committee that, in the absence of due process finding cause, any tenured
professor would “seem surprised” to be told his appointment was about to end.
Dr. Postl, referring to events in September 2005, said that the whole administrative structure
was built on having University Heads for the clinical teams, especially in Family Medicine; but
that Dr. Reynolds’ team came to him (Postl) and said that they would resign if Dr. Reynolds
were reappointed. At the time of this interview the Committee had seen no evidence to
corroborate this claim. To the contrary, it was remarkably at odds with the May 2005
anonymous, confidential survey of 80% of all 49 members of the Department of Family
Medicine regarding the performance of the Department Head, in which 74% rated Dr.
Reynolds’ performance as “Excellent” or “Good” and 70% agreed that his appointment should
be renewed unconditionally for a second term (Dr. Jack Wallace, UMG, “Department Head
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Review”, May 2005). Also, both Dr. Wright’s and Dr. Postl’s criticisms of Dr. Reynolds in this
interview seemed inconsistent with Dr. Postl’s September 13, 2006, letter to Dr. Reynolds
expressing thanks for “your efforts in filling vacant shifts in Emergency Departments this past
summer.” “And so your decision to forego some of your well-deserved time-off to assist with
the ongoing shortage is even more appreciated.”
In his subsequent letter to Dr. Stuttard (op cit), Dr. Postl defined the WRHA Family Medicine
Program (presumably in 2005) as comprising “a Medical Director (Dr. Reynolds), a Nursing
Director, an Administrative Director and, in the early stages of Dr. Reynolds’ time, an Allied
Health Director.” He listed negative comments received in emails from the Administrative
Director and advice from the Nursing Director (who became Program Director after the Allied
Health Director left). He questioned the survey respondents’ perception of the confidentiality of
the survey process. He dismissed his own letter of thanks to Dr. Reynolds as being “a form
letter sent to all clinicians who assisted … in the summer of 2006 ...”
Dean Sandham allowed that Dr. Reynolds had satisfactory skills as a physician and some
significant gifts as a contributor to the unit, able to form relationships with people of use to the
unit; he added, however, that the same gifts were not evident in his relations with subordinates.
Regarding Dr. Reynolds’ complaints about the way obstetrics were being delivered, Dr. Postl
explained that Dr. Reynolds wanted a community site for obstetrics. However, obstetricians
were leaving that site, so the hospital board decided that this was unsafe for patient care and
made a decision to close the unit. Dr. Reynolds opposed this closure.
When asked whether Dr. Reynolds was only exercising his academic freedom by going to the
media to plead the case for maintaining the obstetrical unit in opposition to the Board’s decision
to close the unit, Dr. Wright argued that he had written nothing to Dr. Reynolds that had a
bearing on his academic freedom; to which the Dean added that “one of our most important jobs
is to protect academic freedom.”
Dr. James Boyd explained that the job of Head combines work for both the WHRA and the
University, and that he had encountered no restrictions from either administration. He said that
in his administrative work he tried to look at all sides and come to a consensus, asking whether
he was doing the right thing for family medicine, the University and the WRHA. He also
insisted that his own academic freedom had not been impeded in any way.
Dr. Postl remarked on the “jointness” of the relations between the University and the WRHA.
Heads of departments, he explained, need to have a close connection with clinical programs in
order exert leverage on teaching. He admitted that there are potential conflicts of interest, but
claimed these were very few. The WRHA, he said, does not in any way wish to squash
academic freedom; and there is room for debate on the full-time clinical/academic connection.
On the one hand, there is academic freedom, on the other, accountability.
However, we subsequently obtained a redacted copy of the Moores/Woollard External Review
Report (see our Appendix) in which the authors explicitly stated:
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“The convention of combining the academic and clinical leadership roles to address both
Faculty of Medicine and WRHA agendas likely will not work for Family Medicine and
primary care.”
The reviewers recommended “the appointment of an interim Acting Chair (Head) from within,
pending a continuing national and international search.” They also suggested that the
Department should have an Associate Department Head as well as the Head, because “it is
impossible for one person to [perform both roles as academic department head and service chief
for the discipline].”
Dr. Wright pointed out that the vast majority of clinical professors are untenured, but are
nevertheless considered to have academic freedom. GFTs do have tenure in their appointment,
but very little of their total income derived from what the Faculty of Medicine regarded as the
tenured portion of their appointment.
In fact, other interviewees told this Committee that very few UM GFT appointees have tenure;
and Dr. Wright seemed to have essentially no understanding of the meaning of a university
appointment with tenure.
Dr. Wright stressed that Dr. Reynolds agreed to step down as Head in return for a leave and then
a salaried position. Dr. Postl supported this interpretation, adding that Dr. Reynolds had been
fully aware of the agreement he had made in November 2006. It seemed to this Committee that
in taking this position, these two senior WRHA administrators were either displaying woeful
ignorance of the content of documents Dr. Postl had signed in May 2001, or were attempting to
obfuscate the issues. Dr. Reynolds was “entitled to 12 months administrative leave after five
years of continued (sic) service.” (May 28, 2001 letter from Drs. Postl and Hennen to Dr.
Reynolds confirming additional understandings not included in the formal letter of offer.)
In his subsequent letter to Dr. Stuttard (October 29, 2009), Dr. Wright concurred with the
explanation given by Dr. Postl in his own October 29, 2009, letter to Dr. Stuttard:
“Yes, it is without question that Dr. Reynolds’ original contract offered him 12 months
administrative leave after five years of continued service. However, the point is that after
extensive negotiations with Dr. Reynolds’ agent, the Manitoba Medical Association, Dr.
Reynolds signed documents whereby he indicated that he would not be applying for the
second term as Head of the University of Manitoba Department of Family Medicine or the
WRHA Program Medical Director of Family Medicine. In exchange, the agreement that
Dr. Reynolds signed on the advice of his professional advisors stated:
‘As you have withdrawn from the current search process and you have obtained an
approved administrative leave through the University and the WRHA, when you return
from your administrative leave, the WRHA and University are prepared to offer you a
GFT position in Seven Oaks Family Medicine Teaching Unit practice for a one year
term, provided that a vacancy exists. … If there is no vacant position in the SOGH
Teaching Unit upon your return from your administrative leave, then for a the portion of
the one year period that there is no vacancy (up to a maximum of one year), WRHA is
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prepared to offer you a full-time term position within the WRHA Family Medicine
Program and will top up your income, if necessary, to the level of a GFT Teaching Unit
Family Medicine physician …’
“It has never been the WRHA’s position that Dr. Reynolds would not have been entitled to
a 12-month administrative leave. The fact is that he negotiated for and was given a
substantially enriched arrangement whereby he received an additional 12-month term
position at full salary.”
In this report, at section 3 Administrative Leave (above), we have reproduced a slightly more
complete version of the same section quoted above by Dr. Postl from the November 2/7, 2006,
letter from Drs. Wright and Sandham to Dr. Reynolds. A copy of that letter, as provided to this
Committee, is not countersigned by Dr. Reynolds. On the other hand, the second November 7,
2006, Letter of Understanding, from which we quote above (see section 3 Administrative
Leave), was signed by Dr. Reynolds on November 15, signifying his acceptance of that Letter of
Understanding, but saying nothing about the November 2/7 letter.
In the next session on Tuesday, December 16, 2008, the Committee interviewed Dr. Brent
Kvern, a GFT associate professor in the Department of Family Medicine, on a contingent
appointment renewed annually, and untenured for fifteen years at the University. He explained
that tenure in his department is reserved for full professors, meaning that in his department only
the head and a couple of other full professors have tenure. He added that he had a poor
understanding of the concept of tenure in the Faculty of Medicine, even though he had held
numerous administrative positions, including the associate deanship for continuing education
(1999-2004) and program director (2004-2007), while Dr. Reynolds was Head.
He said that Dr. Reynolds allowed activities to move forward if they were well thought out; that
he was a demanding personality, but that he strongly supported major curriculum changes. The
Department lived through tense times near the end of his term, and it did not seem likely that he
would be reappointed. Dr. Kvern said that they did not ask the Dean for more information, nor
did they ask Dr. Reynolds about his reasons for his abrupt departure. He thought that
underlying the turn of events were clashes of personalities; Dr. Reynolds did not get along well
with the Dean. It seemed to Dr. Kvern that Dr. Reynolds could not win, no matter what. The
administration of the Faculty of Medicine saw him as a problem, while the community doctors
regarded him as a hero. Dr. Reynolds would spend one afternoon a week in clinical
observation, and thought the academic department was really important. It is significant, Dr.
Kvern said, that all “our positions were filled because of Larry as a leader.” There was some
turnover in the Department, but not because of Dr. Reynolds.
Dr. Kvern said that he saw no gross negligence or mismanagement or incompetence. Dr.
Reynolds, he said, wanted to focus on the voice of family medicine within the larger context of
health care in the Province, but he did not have skill in managing personal relations.
Historically, there have been tensions between family medicine and internal medicine; and there
is a general belief that Internal Medicine has a very strong influence on the Dean. He praised
Dr. Reynolds’ leadership in the development of a northern medical program, which was one of
his priorities; and remarked on a general feeling of unfairness among Dr. Reynolds’ colleagues
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in relation to this case, that what happened might have been the right thing, but that it did not
feel right. The perception was that there was simply a fiat.
The interview with Dr. Gerald Conrad followed. He is a GFT, hired by Dr. Reynolds about five
years ago; he is the clinical director of the Family Medical Centre. He gave his personal
perspective on Dr. Reynolds as Head of the Department and the possible reasons for his nonreappointment. As for Dr. Reynolds’ one year contract at Kildonan, he assumed that this would
be the first of a series of continuing contracts, like all the other GFT contracts. On the question
of tenure, Dr. Conrad said his impression was that tenure guarantees a position, an office and a
salary. Regarding the termination of Dr. Reynolds’ tenure, he remarked that the administration,
on the one hand, and he and his colleagues on the other, had differing points of view. Asked
about the possibility of his hiring Dr. Reynolds as a “locum,” Dr. Conrad said that he had been
prohibited from doing so because this would have given Dr. Reynolds another University
appointment. However, he was allowed to give any other professor a “nil” appointment.
The Committee met next with Dr. Mark Kristjanson, since 2003 a preceptor (student or resident
supervisor) and a GFT untenured assistant professor, and Education Director at the Kildonan
Medical Centre. He did not expect to apply for tenure. Except for department heads, there are
very few tenured positions. He had no complaints about Dr. Reynolds’ leadership, and
considered him a strong advocate for family medicine. He knew that Dr. Reynolds had to deal
with a move to have family physicians in community hospitals work under the supervision of
internal medicine consultants. This situation has come about, he said, because a tiny minority of
influential people believe that family medicine doctors need to be supervised. Dr. Reynolds
wanted to retain the model of health care in which family physicians admit their own patients,
rather than adopting the new model of using internists to supervise family physicians. When he
was asked about his perception of his own academic freedom, Kristjanson replied that he would
be concerned about keeping his job if he wrote to The Winnipeg Free Press advocating a view
contrary to that of the administration of the Faculty of Medicine. The Dean, he said, is not
particularly receptive to criticism. No one from the Dean’s office, he added, has ever explained
why the administration fired Dr. Reynolds. There appears to be a great deal of secrecy. Dr.
Reynolds himself is under the impression that he has been fired because he has been a vocal
opponent of some administrative decisions.
The Committee also met with Dr. Gerry Bristow, a former Associate Dean (Academic) of the
Faculty of Medicine (1999-2002) and untenured professor, who retired in 2003. As Associate
Dean, he had been in charge of all evaluations of members of the Faculty, including Dr.
Reynolds. He met with faculty members and was active in recruitment and in interviewing
candidates for departmental headships. He had known Dr. Reynolds for many years and always
had a high regard for him; he saw him as a visionary, thoughtful in espousing his ideas, not only
at the time of his original appointment, but throughout subsequent years. He was therefore
surprised by the non-renewal of his headship.
Finally, the committee met with Dr. Larry Reynolds, accompanied by Dr. Gary Beazley, a
former tenured Head of Family Medicine (1971-1990). Dr. Reynolds immediately brought up
the topic of tenure, which meant something to him at the time of his initial appointment and
throughout his work at the University. He said that he had never signed off on the termination
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of his tenure, and had rejected the Dean’s offer of a “nil” (adjunct) appointment. He did not see
the offered contract of a one year GFT appointment as the end of his tenure; nor did Bob Cram,
the negotiator for the Manitoba Medical Association (MMA) or James Boyd. He had
considered his GFT appointment to be a continuation of his previous appointment and not one
that might expire. He was unable to recall any GFT appointees who had not had their
appointments renewed, nor could any of the other Departmental members we interviewed. All
believed that annual renewal of GFT appointments was standard practice, at least in their
department.
On the administrators’ accusation that Dr. Reynolds’ extra income had been fifteen times the
average extra income for physicians at the Kildonan Medical Clinic, Dr. Reynolds explained
that he had received that much because he was willing to do the emergency services and the
many obstetrical procedures. There were times when he was the only GFT around the Clinic.
In explaining why he worked in units other than the Kildonan Medical Clinic, he said that he
would work in the Selkirk clinic because he was trying to save the unit from being closed, and
because he believed that communities outside Winnipeg also deserved obstetrical services.

6.

ANALYSIS
i.

Dr. Reynolds’ failed application for reappointment as Head of the Department of
Family Medicine.

It seems clear that the search process for a University Head and WRHA Medical Director of
Family Medicine, initiated in the fall of 2005, was severely flawed and ended in failure
sometime after March 6, 2006. The incumbent Head, Dr. Larry Reynolds seems to have been
subjected to coercion, initially to persuade him to agree not to stand for reappointment, then to
withdraw his application, and finally to agree not to re-apply, presumably in any future search
process. In the end, that pressure succeeded because time had run out for Dr. Reynolds. His
five year term expired on September 30, 2006, but was extended only for about seven weeks,
until another member of the Department, Dr. James Boyd, could be appointed as Acting Head –
no search needed. Given that Headship appointments are held at the pleasure of the UM Board,
the managers exercised their right to choose not to reappoint Dr. Reynolds to his administrative
position. In doing so, they did not properly follow the University’s Policy on Appointment of
Heads of Departments.
ii.

Dr. Reynolds’ dismissal from his department in November 2008, and termination of
his tenure without cause.

This was a clear breach of his contract with the University. No documentary evidence provided
or accessible to this Committee substantiated Dean Sandham’s claim that “tenure” in the Faculty
of Medicine was not the same as tenure in the other Faculties.
Dean Sandham and Dr. Postl did not discuss the definition of a GFT appointment, nor the
relationship to tenure. They considered tenure to be a question only of remuneration for a
portion of the academic component of a tenured GFT position, and ignored all other aspects of
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his job. GFT family physicians practice in academic units where they enjoy protected time to
engage in academic activities, which also include clinical service to a defined population. And
they have a component of their income protected from the demands of high volume, fee for
service practice necessary to generate the overhead component of their activities.
iii. Conclusion
Dr. Reynolds was appointed to a position as a tenured professor. He was ultimately removed
from this position without due process and without any acceptance on his part of the termination
of his tenure. Thus, the University of Manitoba is in breach of its 2001 contract with Dr.
Reynolds.

7.

RECOMMENDATIONS
i.

The Committee recommends that CAUT apply whatever pressure it can to cause the
Board of Governors of the University of Manitoba to restore Dr. Reynolds to his
tenured appointment as a full professor in the Department of Family Medicine in
Faculty of Medicine;

ii. The Committee recommends that CAUT investigate in greater detail the structural
relations between the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Manitoba and the
Winnipeg Regional Health Authority, especially the implications of the proposal to
create a Joint Operating Division that would make all clinical faculty “independent
contractors” with only a “nil appointment” at the University of Manitoba;
iii. The Committee recommends that CAUT advise the University of Manitoba that
external reviews of Departments and individual performance reviews of incumbent
academic administrators ought to be clearly scheduled and completed before the end
of the incumbent’s penultimate year in their appointment, so that a timely decision can
be made regarding the need for a subsequent external search for a new appointee.
Searches should be conducted in accordance with University policy; failed searches
should be transparent, and a new search should be initiated in due course.

Respectfully submitted.
Dr. Colin Stuttard
Dr. Ernest Redekop
Dr. Robert Miller
November 2009
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Appendix
Report of the Review of the University of Manitoba
Department of Family Medicine
Conducted September 24, 25, and 26, 2006
By Dr. Robert Woollard and Dr. David Moores

Report of the Review of the Utuiversity of Manitoba
1eparttsmetit of Family Medicine

conducted September 24, 25, and 26, 2006
by Dr. Robert Woollard and Dr, David Moores
Introduction;
The authors conducted a review of the Department of Family Medicine at the request of Dean
Sandha.rn and Dr. Brian Posti under the attached terms of reference (Appendix A), This broad
overview of the Department's role and opportunities was to be in the context of the Universi t', of
Manitoba

and Winnipeg Regional Health Authority (WRHA) as organizations "...Committed to

work to refinc our function as two institutions working in a continuum to provide an Academic
Healthcare Cetitre."The mandating parties requested that the review include attention to both
the regional and provincial expressions of Service Delivery, Educational Affairs and Research
Affairs. To fulfill this mission we were fortunate in having a well organized opportunit

y

a have

frank and helpful discussions with a wide array of individuals and groups -^ as represented in thy
attached schedule (Appendix A).
We begin by expressing our deep gratitude to the large number of people who, wilder sometimes
difficult conditiot s, expressed their loyalty and commitment to the missions of the Department,
the Faculty and the Region by being both frank and thoughtful in their views of the
accomplishments and challenges that all three parties are facing. We are particularly thanktul to
Marie Donovan and the Dean's office for organizing the days and responding quickly and

effectively in providing added information and contacts requested by the reviewers. While there
is an inherent presumptuousness in feeling that three days, no matter how intensive,

IS

su `fiuiett

to grasp the full nuance of complex institutions aril relationships, we wish it known that we were
in no way constrained in our requests. We net that we have been a e to develop an
understanding of the broader elements of the context in which the Department roust function, the
challenges and gaps it has faced in fulfilling its mandate, and the opportunities that exist forht e
Dep,irtment to thrive. The report s organized to reflect this.

While not naive about the challenges that remain to be addressed, both reviewers fee: optimistic
about thr likelihood of success given the depth of human commitment
ent we found at most levels c
the organizations. The oppotttaniit.ies that the internal and external envimorunerits offer towards
positive change are real and significant, The timing of the report is related to the routine task of
reviewing an academic department as its leadership nears the end of its term, It is it or ant tc
note that the precise timing of the review, so close to the end of the current incumb e nts teen,

was dictated by the availability of the reviewers who were initially approached by the Fwu1tv
and WRHA during the winter term but were unable to adjust prior no . ► itments to accommodate
an effective review before the dates on which it occurred.

Overview and Context:

The organizational expert Peter Drucker has said that academic health science centres are the
most complex organizations yet devised by human ingenuity. This frequently sets the stage for
rrkisundcrstariding, misperception, miscommunication and outright suspicion by the many people
that are putatively dedicated to the complex and challenging task of providing care, rcsearchin
needs and preparing practitioners with the requiaitc knowled e. skills and attitudes to serve
patients — "those who suffer-" V/bile anitobans itt general have a proud history of
collaborative accomplishment and innovation (first jurisdiction in the British Empire to have
worner's suffrage. a premiere cultural scene, the development of agricultural practices and
marketing, etc)

and

the medical school shares this tradition (the, origins of the practices and

programs that have essentially removed Rh disease in most parts of the developed world, seminal
understandings of pulmonary disease and its management, etc), it is clear that academic health
system and its Dep utnient

of

Family Medicine has been butfcted b y the Forces that have affected

most centres in Canada.
These realities are

r Rapid expansion of technological and ori;anizaticnai innovation of variable hea?'h impac^
but unquestioned increase in costs
e A dramatic and broad shcr`age of appropriate practitioners to t'uitiH the i,tercasin+„
cternan .s or the healthcare system

•

A particular contraction of the availabi ity of primary care physicians brought about by
chaaiges in numbers, patterns of practice and system changes that reward episodic over
continuity of care, and hi gh er volume lower intensity limited scope practices

• Intergenerational shifts in work load demonstrated clearly by Watson at al is Winnipeg
but undoubtedly occurring elsewhere as a general trend
• The paradoxical devolution of health system decision making to re ion& authorities with
dramatic centralization (from the point of view of community hospitals and c:or 1n nurity
practitioners) WITHIN those regions
• Ever enlarging and alienating hospital consolidation ofservices with outflow of
previously engaged family physicians into exclusively of fi ce/clinic scr' ices — often in u
restricted or limited area of practice

•

An intermittent and scrnetirnes clumsy series of federal and provincial attempts to

promote collaborative and inter-professional practices without recognizing or honoring
the successful models that have already evolved
• The often consensual but uncritical love affair with information technology (IT) and
electronic :na icai records (EMIR) as the answer to communication and relationship
problems, whose solution is rarely technical
• Shifts in the boundaries of primary and consultative care as complex patients move in and
out of the system and cohorts of physicians age and change (eg, fewer pediatricians
providing primary care, fewer family does providing obstetrical care, etc)
• The frequently unexamined relationship between community practices and hospital
emergency departments -from the patrerns , point gfWeIs

• The broader social phenomenon of a sense of entitlement across many segments of a
society already wealthy in global terms

These factors are r.ot enunciated as implacable forces that militate against any hope for success
in advancing the inter- institutional mission in the realm of primary care. They are certainly not
offered as excuses for enduring dysfunction, i owever, it would be tttc'^t unwise to not ;ecog i2

the effect they ha y e had in pushing current relationships to their present, . onied ales a: hcl tu:
state.

As Donald Berwick points out —"each system is exquisitely designed to get the results

Thai it

does." Thcrcrnrc, if the Faculty, the Department and the WR} A wish to have a different rcau't
i.e,, a more effective mutual engagement in creating arid applying, primary heath care resources
in service to Manitobans. then mutually agreed upon change is going to have to take pi.: e. As
with most complex systems, such change will only oacus when there is a coordinated anti
mutually respectful top down and bottom-up effort towards positive change.
This brief and general context runs the risk of being oversimplified and a stating of the obvious.
Howwever, it is apparent to the reviewers that unacknowledged exte ►nal strains can become
unhelpfi.11y personaiized. This can Lead to a toxic downward spiral involving loss of institutional
self and mutual confidence which in turn leads to a mutual sense of hopelessness in the face of
undoubted opportunities to not only do things differently but to make a d. jerencr across a host
of fronts.

Posit`.ve change requires both grass roots and leadership cartlmitnierit. In the complex
environment where an academic health science centre and its community (where primary
practitioners practice their craft) meet, timing and attention to detail is everything
This report seeks to make some respectful and positive suggestions. The authors are well aware
of their limitations and the presumption of a three-day visit, even when supplemented by
reflections of a number of follow-up contributions kindly sent by those we interviewed. We see
our task as weaving the many perspectives and ideas presented into a cogent and respectful
picture, a snapshot if you like, of a Department, Faculty and Region at the point of change. The

reports utility will have to be judged by those who must effect the desired change. What we are
unambiguous about is the confidence we have that many of the, remarkably skilled and
c:ornm ttcd people we met are capable of achieving great things. Th ,.s is especially true if their
of orts are aligned rather than working at cross purposes.

Background

The Department of Family Medicine is housed in several sites peripheral to the Faculty of
Medicine and its adjacent Health Sciences Centre (University Hospital). This is unique in that is
appears its sister academic departments are all in closer proxim ty and functionality to the
Faculty of Medicine.
The Department consists of three primary teaching sites (family medicine centres), w'herc the
GFT faculty engage in full service family practice. In addition, all faculty members offer a
variety of comprehensive ire-hospital services (obstetrics, general rnedicirte, emergency medicine
etc).
Funding for the .OFT positions is dependant primarily on a block funding grant stemming from
negotiations in the 80's and 90s. There is no financial distinction across academic rank nor one
based on experience or years of service. The comparability of GFT funding and support across
other disciplines is not known but likely would be significantly different.
The funding of clinical services appears to suffer from the same mechanisms and 'dative vak'
problems as in other provinces.
Funding support staff for the academic mission in the undergraduate, postgraduate and research
portfolios is ti-trout another block grant which was initially part of the overall package. Other
than COLAs, this grant has not changed since the mid 90s with predictable impact problems on
the staff so funded.

The WRHA provides significant funding and support for the academic teaching units its add tstcr
to taking responsibility for primary care within the region.

The extensive and effective experience ofpartnerir: Faculty of Medicine resources with that oC
the Regional Health Authorit y has not had the impact on the service mission of the Health
Authority tot .e extent expected. Fully S ec/n of the FPsGF's practising within the region's
boundaries have no formal, informal or other relationship with the region or the Faculty of

Medicine, The family practice workhorses are contained within the other 15%. Sixteen of this
I5 group art the

'O FT

rnemhcrs of the academic department.

Issues for Discussion

Leadership
Dr. Larry Reynolds is the current Head of .Department. His first five year term ends Sept. 3P.
2006.

:-•1_7( )j'h)

The reviewers heard from a
variety of sources about the key leadership skills, styles and features for an academic lead The
convention of combining the academic and clinical leadership roles to address both Facuit} :jf
Medicine and WRHA agendas likely will not work for Family Medicine and primary care.
Notwithstanding the support from the 'A I TMA for family medicine clinical issues there remains
the 85% of the primary care workforce disengaged from the re iart. The reviewers ree sma te;
the appointment of an interim Acting Chair (Head; from within, pending a continuing national
and international scarch,
Region Service Delivery Gaps

There are significant challenges for the WRHA related to the provision of comprehensive
primary care. The dorrtinara lens from which the region is able to view these gaps is through
conventional institutionally based services (emergency roam, inpatient services). Thcre :appears
to be some recognition that approximately E 00,000 or more citizens within the region go

wVit!hoi t

primary care services except for those prov ded out of WRHA's institutional settings
An Asscciare Chair (Head), with appropriate support, should develop and nurture an engagemetnt
plan involving the unattached or aligned FPs/ Ps within the region. Such activity - ouid prick
an action research focus for health service delivery and close this gap.

Primary Care feforrn/Renewat
is difii alt to d e:e t: irie who is leading the oc o d emic,

chfl cai Car r }'.i r sea

ich II, .x;j es in

i mpo rt do r a n. Educating and training people to provide comprehensive primary Marc

services requires influencing and changing the system within which they are expected to w rl .
Not influencing and changing the system will be the undoing of the academic enterprise of
farriily medicine. Models that aid, abet. and support conventional specialty disciplines generally
do not address the critical factors influencing the size of the prima) care workforce and the
comprehensiveness primary care service provision. If anything such models adversely affect it

Primary Care

Workforce

In addition to Family

Initiatives (`I}VGs, TYPs aiu/ PAs)

Medicine

are several parallel primary care education and training

iniriatives occurring in Wimiipeg. The Department has little or

no

involvement in these

initiatives. However, an u&&elpful competitive atmosphere has been created which puts at risk
the conventional reliance on community based teachers and preceptors for tried and true
initiatives. Payment

differentials

for work of similar intensit y are creating recruitment problems

for the more established programs of the Faculty of Medicine.

Educational Issues (Undergraduate and Pos^gradurrtee
Undergraduate students in the Faculty of Medicine (as represented by 3 individuals) provide a
predictable perspective as to the very limited role Family Medicine has in their curriculum
Additionally, 'being assigned to preceptors who are desperately unhappy in heir circumstance
within the system, only adds to the dilemma of career choice, Choosing FArnily Medicine was
seen as an "act of courage" and only an option for students with self confidence, It was described'
as "having the self confidence of going out with a less than sexy partner on t, date". The
attitudes and pronoun ments of specialty and sub-specialty Faculty are not helpful.
Students would tike more 'rnentorship' with a family physician in 1' ` year to learn about the
`cool things' in family medicine. Their overall suggestion was to '`maximize every opportunity
for exposure 10 family does. More lectures and more paired teaching with specialists tire seen
as ways to acwomplish this,

Some thirty family medicine residents provided the reviewers with a spirited critique oof:heir
educational program and faculty. Some 1 u"

year

residents were at a stage in their pnstgz • ad uatc

pro: r in . v etc ny;th ng .aU cr than clinical medicine experience was seen as taking, av at ;r•m
what the y really needed or what was important, Borne felt the prcgrant ladled a standard oI

academia and cited lack of enthusiasm and support from faculty for teaching rounds and theft
academic half day. Some preceptors were characterized as practising anecdotal medicine not
evidence based medicine. One third of residents had experience in using an electronic medical
record, and saw that as important tei their future practice

Support Sl^

ff and Health a Professional Staf
f Issues

There is a remarkable mix of unbridled enthusiasm and `stick--ic y -it-rzess on the part of support
staff and health professional staff. At the same time there are major morale problems and
evidence of despair in not meeting intenially set standards of performance nor being able to
change the system within which family medicine operates clinically and academically.
Engagement of staff and maximizing their contribution is essential,

ObservaTioxts anti Opportunities
T`he reviewers were impressed with meeting

remarkable

people doing interesting things across

the full range of institutions and running from senior leadership and management through
faculty, From line teachers and caregivers, to support staff working in difficult situations. We
also saw frustrations, unrealized opportunities, and serious resource and personnel challenges,
Such challenges make it difficult for some to realize the full potential if the available talent were
aligned and focu&ed on a common mission and vision. While much is being accomplished under
sometimes trying circumstances; a broad range of ccnstifuetncies that were interviewed stated a
concern that the Department was characterized by a culture of broad demoralization and missed
opportunities. Perhaps most poignantly stated by one of the medical students, ` : The department
has a defeatist attitude, it (eels like the underdog and acts like it ..." The roots of this are
undOubtediy multifactoral and go bask a decade or more. As one senior Faculty leader not a
family physician) observed "... the mid nineties were very cruel to family Medicine to
Manitoba ."
The forces and issues that represented these blows to family medicine- are certainly not con1cncd
to academic Family Medicine, did not cease at the turn of the century. nor are they unique to
\ia .itoba. Many of these issues persist until today and undoubtedly contribute to the fact th
t5`i%% of kVinoilcg pr rmary ware physicians have very iimitvd or no contact witc h, either the Faciclty
or' Medicine Or the Winnipeg Regional Health Authority, Thcse institutions have described

themselves as ",..curt mitted 'o work to refire our function as two institutions working i7. a
continuum to provide an Academic i calthcare Centre". There are serious and obvious
challenges in the provision of the primary health care aspects of that mutual con itrnent.
Respecting the magnitude of the task and the very modest human resources that the, acade!nic
department possesses, one can certainly empathize with the statement,, "there are limits o
what you can expect people to do in stepping up to the pate, when your plate is f Ill.°'

However, as it seems that a remarkable constellation of actors, opportunities and inherent
strengths within the Department are aligning to create possibilities for initiatives to change the
current state of affairs, The challenging but worthwhile task of reacquiring a culture of
determined optimism needs to begin.
While the concept of "departmental culture" may seem vague, we use the term deliberatel y for
t^vr puraoses, One must move away from individual, personal and interpersonal attributions as
causes of the current state of affairs to recogniticn of the systematic nature of the challenges
faced by a beleaguered department, Just as quality improvement .d patient safety. in the
broader healthcare system, are best approached as systems issues, so too is positive CULUTLi
change best served by addressing root causes rather than targeting individuals.

Cuil,ural change requires a broad commitment to sustain efforts over a long period of time, on the
part of both top down leadership and an engaged grassroots faculty and staff,

This is the context in which the following observations and recommendations are made.
While there may be same misperceptions and oversimplifications, they are i ntc.nded to provide
focus for reflection and strategic plannirng,

Issue I: Lack of a clear and broadly embraced mission and vision

`i he Department, the Faculty end W; RHA have been buf -,tedby series of arganiz * h!n il.
economic and social changes in the way in which heath Servicas rtr deliv r i, the n, tur,e -f

those delivering those services, and the mechanists acid retative values of serve °.en ur rat.:^i
These forces have had a profound impact on not only the If con fcenee but he mutual
confidences of the Department, the Faculty and the WWA. Mutual frustrations about
unintended consequences, unrea ized expectations, and missed opportunities, white not unicpe to
Wir ipeg, have id to an unhelpful crisis afccnfidence in the ability of the Department to
participate in and positively influence necessary change. Given the potential for common
purpose, establishment of good will, and mutual utiderstariding, it will be important to have a
clearer articulation of mutual expectations in the very near future.

Opparrwii ies: The material submitted by the Department states that 90% of the 2001-2002
strategic plan has been achieved, This is a remarkable accomplishment and calls for the
Department to revisit its mission and strategic p ri orities_ Given the evoi v injg context of sect ice

delivery and the opportunities for partnerships that have arisen since 2002, it is vitally important
to engage the broader Faculty, the WRHA, other professions and the community in which family,
medicine is practiced,

The current mission statement has art exclusively educational focus. Though that may be
appropriate and may account is part for what appear to be some successes in attractingst tdenu
to the discipline, it is insufficient. Educating and training individuals for comprehensive primary
care practice, in the context of a system that will not support it, requires additional energies and
strategies to change the system. Given the relationship with the WRHA and the challenges facing
primary care practitioners and the heaitheare institutions with whom they are increasingly
disengaged, it would seem appropriate to embrace a broader mission and vision, Even it' ail the±
is achieved is clarity of expectations, it would be an improvement on the current state of
stgniticant mismatch between the external expectations of the Faculty of Medicii e. Winnipeg
Regional Health Authority and Manitoba Health and nternal; exterhal reSOttrces.
1ioreover, experience elsewhere has demonstrated that a clear mission and vision g_curtde.d in
serving the broader society in educational, primary and translational research, and clit ieai
engagement terms can actually attract the funding and resources necessary to accorr.plish the
mission. Embedded in this activity is the opportunity to entirel y rethink the r ationsi p with the
l cpartrnertt as a whole, the WRHA and the large communit y ct ,- ri-engaged ph=rsici_rns l'cti;

ff

tsithin the WRHA and in the province for which the Department has a mandate It ss he
reviewers sense that there is significant receptivity on the part of the above named ;nstituticns r
engage in such reflection and planning.
Suggestior,; The Department and Faculty undertake a mutually engaged strategic planning

process in order to:
• Re-define the mission and vision of the Department
• Clarify ;die mutual expectations of the Department and the Faculty of Medicine
• Establish priorities for early successful accomplishment in the areas noted above,

Issue 2: Dual academic and service role ofDepartluent Head and Department
In the relationship between the Faculty of Medicine and the WRHA, the general putteett of
administrative responsibility is that the academic department head is also the service chief for ih
relevant discipline. While there is some variability across departments, it appears to be a
functional relationship in many instances. For Family Medicine, it presents some particular if
not unique ch llenges. This is especially true for an academic department with ver y limited
resources (size and financial) relative to the magnitude of the service task, It is also problematic
that the conventional hierarchies used in the other specialty disciplines to teach and do research
are not available to family medicine. This situation is further aggravated by the sigrifze: nt
disengagement of community family physicians from the ir.stitutioaaI care burden which is
reported to have been more equitably shared across a larger cohort prior to the last decade or so.
A number of the broader trends outlined previously have had particular imjact

it

this area. They

y

have undoubtedl contributed to the state of mutual frustrations between the WRHA and the
Depar°ment, articulated to the reviewers by those on both sides of this divide. In common with

confreres across the country. family physicians/general practitioners

it

Wiruiipe have found

thcrnseives gradually but consistently less welcomed in tertiary and academic reaching hospitals.
While the acuity of people i.n the community has increased. tile retr tneratitm and relative value
VstrmS f St:nue'. to be more Supportive O pisce1ic and c1Ver acuity care. The

intottt t:

c

support h ppr:.rnary care does not exist. There is ro reason to suppose tnc trends in Winnipeg are

dramatic-ally different than those found

in

other large and enlarging hospitals and university

communities. The impoctance of coordinated, comprehensive and continuing care of complex
patients in the community is arty just being realized, Increasingly specialized hospitals with
increasingly specialized wards try to grapple with he issues of comorbidity that attenc.s. t
majority of ill patients requiring hospital admission. Reactive attempts to establish "hnspi alis(
programs are variable, and we understand an intense attempt to maintain engagement of
community physicians by the WRHA several years ago eventually foundered. It is obvious that
during periods of major change in the acute care and institutional delivery systems, all of the
participants (decision makers, managers, professional care givers and support staff) wil
frequently be in a reactive mode in dealing with critical areas (unassigned patients. emergcncy,
room saturation, patient safety concerns, etc,). Such reactive decisions together with their
cumulative impact and unintended consequences have obviously had a currosivd ettcc: or,
working relationships_ This has o cut-red at a number of levels both within a community of care
and the Faculty of Medicine itself` The reviewers were acquainted with several examples
including the shifting of obstetrical services, challenges to effective care for unassigned patients,
majordifficulty
dif
with timely specialist consultation within some institutions and intrusive
requirements for ccnsuitation in others_ It is not within the scope of this review to reflect in
detail on any of these events, but to underscore the fact they have contributed

to

the unhelpful

downward spiral of participation of community physicians in hospital care. It is a major cause c;'
the increasing sense ofbeleaguerment of those who remain, Providing comprehensive care in
what seems like such a thankless or barren environment is problematic, A further structural
challenge in the relationship between the WRHA and the Department is the asymmetry in
geographical mandate between the Health Authority and the Departrnerit's provincial mandate
for education, research and scribe.

Opportun;rlus' Despite this situation's apparent bleakness, the reviewers founj thin the
particularcircumstances in Winnipeg provide some seeds for optimism. We hound a broad
consensus about the depth, urgency and interrelated nature of the above challen'1as. We ibu#nd
mtteresi and commitment from the perspectives of ieadership :o frontline care, We found teachers
prer'rrd to ° :ntrihte to a me:e c t isitive pr o blem solving environment,
Given the complexity of the task, this may seem a naive expectation, however it its worth keepir:c

in mind thc long standing and broadly held "Manitoba apprcach" to collaborative problem
solving in tirncs of duress,

We believe that the Region and Faculty have insightful and committed leadership prepared to
work towards a rekindling offam.ily medicine within the region. We are much less cnztviaced
that there is suffscient understanding and attendant respect for the potential capacities and
complexities of the educati©n and training for a modem family physician. The Labour intensive.
preceptor based, one-on-one and small group problem based teaching characterizing family
medicine is distinct from the conventional lecture, hierarchical team and 4-5 year time frame
representative of traditional Royal College specialties. However, with appropriate engagement
and sustained commitrnen to a new leadership team

it

the department, significant strides can he

made. Some interviewees outside the Department noted that the senior leadership ofFacu'it-,

ardd

'R}-IA treed to realize that family physicians are tore than a collection of inadequate
specialists, Modem education and training involves more than a series of specialist supervised
rotations. However, with appropriate engagement and sustained commitment to a new
leadership team in the department, we believe significant strides can be made.

Both the Department (through the devc[aotnent of its aboriginal training program) and the
Region (through tha developrne.nt of access centres) and the. Northern Medical Unit (through its
long standing needs based approach) have to fulfill the social accountability mandate of the
healthcare system. Unfortunately, these have been poorly coordhated. They do provide the
substrate for concerted action, should there be mutual commitment to do set. Our interviews with
the various players did indicate some willingness to undertake Joint corn rritnucnnt to address the
health needs of the more vulnerable populations in urban ad rura' settings in Mani'oha. Such
an undertaking might draw the various actors from a stance of mutual suspicion to aligned
commitment. Properly led and resourced, such an undertaking could move the academic
enterprise in Manitoba to the forefront of socially accountable medical schools in Canada.

:Scgg szions- The following are seen as enabiiug objectives to address the above chaii ,ages ,a
seize tae above opportunities:

Id

• A new and fully faded leadership team should be urgently recruited and provided
with a clear mandate
• This team at minimum should include a Department Head aid Associate Depart mcnc
1-lead who can between themselves develop a close working relationship and division,
of labour such that both parts of the dual role can be achieved — it is impossible for
one person to do
• The Department and its planning partners shou d identify and support constructi v c

initiatives consistent with shared values. These could includeteaching units within the evolving access centres
- a teaching unit in conjunction with the tertiary Bannatyne site
- a reevaluation and reshaping of the relationship with the Northern Medical Unit
• mutual engagement in a graded series of evaluated initiatives in addressing the
unassigned patient problem
• A commitment of the Department, the Faculty, and the WRHA to d veiop and
provide resources for initiatives itt the realm of primary care renewal that
demonstratean undertaking of responsibility
a clear plan with agreed upon interval and outcome -oafs
- a mutual preparation to accept the risk of failure in some realms while committing

to articulating the "lessons learned" from any such initiatives

'Issue 3: Interdepurtmental relationships in education, research and service

As with most departments of family medicine across the country, there is an as y mmetry of
resources b.tw en academic departments in terms of academic positions, hospital support and
roles, and concentration of practitioners, This is further compounded

by

the large and comet nncs

rather difFse obligations ascribed to the Department of Family Mcdie ne and the discipline it
represents, The evolving role of primary care in the healthcare system generally and its acute
care institutions is a compounding or confounding factor as the Department seeks to redefine its
r lafinns :ipa. One; iiii^ht fairly chur-actrric many of the spcciair y u=sciplirws i.< <r. n;2 fl _
school as having a footprint prtmsrily in its institutions with a teeho d in the cu mrnani.y
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Obversely, primary care cnn be seen as having its footprint it the community 4+ith an oc;cnsi ra1
toehold in larger institutions. While; this asymmetry can be seen as a strength, it is often
unarticulated. The incense interface between the institutions and the community represented hN
the emergency room and the unassigned patient issues can lead to distancing and uinhelpf i
co iflicts. This is obviously the case in the interrelationship between the Department

Earn

-Medicine and the Department of Internal Medicine.

Oppor:urrities: The department heads that the reviewers met were consistently positive about
both the importance of the drscip ine and the opportunities for shared approaches to mutual
problems. This ranged from the Department of Pediatrics concern about enhancing distributed
childcare throughout the province and an aging cohort, of primary care pediatricians who are

not

being replaced; interest on the part of Surgery and Orthopedics to participate in enhanced skills
training for practitioners in isolated communities beyond the ring road: commitment of
Psychiatry to ongoing and expansion of shared care initiatives, in the realm of mental health;
screening and early management of patients with back problems in conjunction with crthopecics.
Even the challenged relationship with Internal medicine has resulted in four different models for
care of unassigned patients. This creates possibilities for experimentation and assessmejnt.

Sa gesrron.
• While some of the suggested interest in support for Family Medicine is clearly
utilitarian in nature, the reviewers were impressed and even envious of the
consistently expressed attitude of support and understanding we found among the
academic department heads we met. The other academic departments in the Faeu,t:
should be seers as potential constructive partners in the piaruung exercise o ,athned in
41 above and the evolving relationships outlined in #2.

• The relationship with the Department of Internal Medicine deserves panics lar nn'J
urgent attention. The reviewers suggest that the Dear, initiate a rrcdiation and
planning exercise engaging the interim 'eadership anc cxien<win into nppert t r he
new Family Medicine Iea ershi^i team.

a

• The Interim and stu sequent;y new) Department Head and Associate Depor'trcn'
Head should urgently sit down with senior executive team ofWinnipeg R.egiona;
Health Authority to begin to clarify mutual roles and expectations with refcrene i,,
both institutional and community care. These clarifications should he respectii lly
intricated into the planning process outlined in 41 above,

Issue 4: [ntradepartmental relationships, priorities and morale
The complex external environmental issues noted above have a direct impact on the relatinshipc
within the Department itself". There is an overall mixture of pride in the undeniable
accomplishments of the Department; frustration at the relative dearth of resources to deai with
ongoing responsibility; and a sense of bein,5 misunderstood and thwarted in some areas
(electronic medical record, community based faculty development, development of IMG
program, etc). Despite areas of spirit and a number of units and teams having positive and
effective working relationships, we might fairly describe the departmental culture as being One of
beleagucrment. There appear to be pockets of rather low morale, particularly a mong some
support and health professional staff, This will require attention as outlined below, There is e
lack of clarity as to how fiscal decisions are made. This had lead to frustration and
embarrassment or those managing recruitment and relationships with community preceptors.
The situation is compounded by the fact that the 1MG rogrram, perceived as being preserjted as u
fait accompli, has a higher schedule of payment for preceptors than that accorded regular

preceptors. While understandable in intent, it has had a very fiustrating impact on those
attempting to manage relationships with longstanding community preceptors, Fiscal

tlov; ; k=rnd

arrangements in this department elude precise definition. It will he extraordinarily inii t rant

tci

have a more effective, transparent and predictable funding flow within the department ['a: -: th
practical and symbolic reasons. One thing is clear; most members of the Department feel that
they have barely adequate or less than adequate resources for the existing tasks_ The y vicv.-- with
suspicion proposals for added initiat. ves without incremental resources. On the other hand,

c

are a arc that arne svatia'a'. fanding iias not yet been utili2cd Wh tev r the h:ist Dried; :mcl
current justification for this stance, and whatever t reality of available but unaccesswd funding

is, arty planing processes for cnarige will have to deal with this reality.

In our brief v isi rs, we did not see any major rifts between groups and units within the
departmenL There exists a broad sense of common purpose, and a feeling that the current
leadership had sough, to engage star in the processes and committees of the Department While
i is fair to say that the Department is at a place where their common external chaiienges have not
been translatcd into internal fissuring, they have led to some inward looking defensiveness. This
is not a particularly creative stance given the threats and opportunities in the immediate
em tro;urnent,

t)ppornr sties: People and institutions external to the Department appear prepared to participate
in a renewal and redefinition process on the part of the Department. There appears to be a hroaci
appreciation for the discipline of family medicine, Major players appear to support the discipline
in becoming reengaged with the healthcare system across a range of service and academic issues.
Watson etal' have demonstrated that while the absolute numbers of primary care physicians
retattve to population and services has not changed dramatically, the avvilcthility of practitioners
has. This change has had a disproportionate impact ©n the academic Department of Family
Medicine, whose practitioners continue to engage in hospital and obstetrical care as dwindling
minorities of practitioners are so doing. Newer graduates are not swelling the ranks either. In a
perverse way, this enlarging gap in care and commitment may represent an opportunity to
concentrate the will of the discipline on a constructive response. Strategically, the above
plarming process may want to concentrate on areas where the Department and discipline can
address the most urgent of unmet needs. Under the rubric of "social accountability" this
approach has prcven successful in of tain ng substantial resources in other ;urisdicti ns.- The
hazard is of continued burnout and beleagucrrneru.

(:leanly. practice patterns will need to evolve to account for these changes and/or polic y chi ne
will have to be enacted in order to reverse the perverse incentives that make it more
economically viaLle to stay in your office on Portage Avenue than engage in full service
practice. Svc? changes in bath training and practice have proven elms;'c in :hair juristit°cti r,
but some particular opportunities exist within Manitoba_ if the Department and it cL^itY tc; ie'^

the WHO initiative on social aaeountability of medical schools, is expression under the AF

C

and recent publications in the area they will note the importance of a five way partnership
poticyntakers. health managers, professional organizations, the academy and the committees
themselves). Engaging these partners at this time in Manitoba may be very fruitful. Ample
experience from elsewhere can be drawn upon for this purpose. Working towards a common
purpose and with the communities mutually served is one of the most powerful forces Icr
simultaneously enhancing morale and achieving the resources required to express the best
opportunities for family medicine.

Within the Department we found a remarkably committed and thought 'ul group of nurses who
are increasingly defining their role and developing funetian:tug relationships in the teaching
units. These appear to be increasingly robust examples of collaborative practice. Tn addition
they are connecting this to national efforts in interdisciplinary collaborative practice and networl
development, and should be encouraged to do so. In addition to this, the Province has embh irked
upon Nurse Practitioner training and Physician Assistant training. The reviewers were not prig
to details of numbers and nature of training, but are concerned that these training programs"
relationship with the Department appears to be distant and the primary care nurses within the
Deparimert are wistful that new resources are pumped into new programs while their clearly
fLuictional development is not being similarly recognized and resourced. This represents an
opportunity for coordination around primary care within the region and the Provi nee, Even
within the region, there appears to be an unrealized potential for educational co lahorr tics with
the evolving access centres. We believe that this would be a very fruitful area for exploratinri as
the Department redefines its mission. Clearly there will have to be additional leadership, GFT
and non OFT resources if these opportunities are to be grasped.

Brief conversations with representatives of Manitoba Health indicate a receptivity to the
Department's participation in planning and coordination of primary care initiatives, This may be
a<pa ticular import in looking at evolution of payment systems and relative values of payments
tc incent new styles of practice. The current hack ftmding model has been aciu.sted for
physician payment but has titer, static fir over a dcrca'v yr ton-rhysician

C,

rcn

. :\ i

upeo ess to address this in a coordinated fashion would provide a ma or opportunity for cliangc
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:S'uggeslions, The following suggestions vary in their specificit y and are not ranked by priort^ .

• Recruitment and/or promo tion of fully funded Department H- --ad and Associate
Department Head as indicated above.

• Redefine the roles of the leadership both of the Department as a whole and its
educational, research and service subunits.

* Recogni2e. support, and enhance the development of the cadre of primary care nurses os
they redefine their roles and capacities both locally and at the national level.

• With the Dean, embrace Manitoba Health in negotiations around the block funding with
the intent to develop better payment systems to intent new styles of collaborative
practice. This strategy need not be confined to block funding negotiations, but it may
give a venue for joint fac =ally/departmental efforts to rebuild confidence.

• In the context ofthe above activity, engage with the Nurse ?raetitioner and the Pbysician
Assistant programs to exptore redefinitions of collaborative practice (c.f. On:i.riu n odes;

+ Clarify the dissonance that currently exists between primary care nursing responsibility
for teaching and G 'RHA focus only on clinical services mneastres.

* Support and encourage primary care nurses with facuty appointments to Publish the
considerable innovation and cxpericncc they represent.

•

Ensure available expansion funding is aoce^sed and deployed in service to the inc;rE'a
werk[oad represented by the expanded class,

I

s Clarify ar'd establish the budget distribution for preceptor payments to avoid

ftt,OOre

eri barrassmert.

+• Clarify and redefine relationship with the IMG program such That competition for
preceptors is minimized.

a Carefully consider any increase in clinical service load on the Department (eg Ernercrtcy
shifts, etc) unless there are substantial bwnefits to the academic mission of the
Department.

Issue 5: Research

The Department of Family Medicine has not yet established a tradition of research development
and excellence. While there may be many reasons for this, (including competing clinical rnd
educational duties, limited focused external support for research developn ent. etc) these factors
arenot a .ique to the University of Manitoba.. It is not cleat that there leas been a sustaine

t i')

y

broad commitment to develop research skills and productivity amorig the admittedl li mited
number of GFT faculty. These challenges take place against a background where a decreasing
proportion of general faculty are supported by university salary and fee for service duties
mitigate against research even among GFTs in other departments.

Opportunities! Notwithstanding these realities, Dr. Katz has proven himself to be a very
accomplished researcher and has achieved salaried support. He should be seen as a
the Department redefines its mission with specific refere ice to research,
In addition, the Department has in its Associate Dean Dr. Choy a thoughtful and

pCte

tial

advocate. He is quite clear on the steps required to establish robust collaborative research
development in residents, and the development of collaborative networks. He is supportive of
educational research case repots and special community "Mennonite, aboriginal, etc) based
research. I'he evolving ref :t onsh.ip with lhantou t 'r i r ; ;ity jr, Chia ccu e . , cr ..

v

it

;,

offs in several domains.

Suggestions;
• The Department should establish a focused strategic and developmental plan in the area
of research that should engage faculty and community partner research cols thorators.

• As part of its general planning and redefinition it should ostablish specific t^argzts for
research output at the faculty and staff level,

• The Facatt_y of Medicine should consider establishing °`seed funding" to kick start
primary care research initiatives.

Issue 6 Finances

The reviewers had neither the mandate nor the expertise to undertake a detailed Departmental
budget review_ At our request, both the Faculty and the Department produced summary
ac-counts, records and funding flowcharts outlining University and extra-L'niversity financial
sources and applications. While helpful, these materials served to underscore the adage ascribed
to Peter Drucker that academic health science eertres are the most complex organizational and
financial entities yet devised by the ingenuity of humans. Complexity has some advsnta es in
terms of diversifying funding sources and providing for a measure rat resiliency, It can also '=wc t.
source of confusion and rrdsur:dersta:ndin and frustration. This appears to he the ease ir •, the
present r.ircu stance. Va n bus funding streams have been augmented in relation to e p naior; id
the educational program of the medical school and Department. While the Department has a
fiscal committee, it was not clear where precisely decisions referable to augmented r ndirig
sources have been made over the last couple of yew. We did not delve into the prover;:trice cf
the various accounts. Neither did we examine the flexibility that did or did
movement of \c arious funds towards particular deparrmen:ai priorities.

not

exist .fr a
!It is dour ii

the Dens of to felt that funds for expansion ; end =-ccruitrnca,:..t' c c ovt ,7' le ad: ;_
not

t:

_:

accessed in a timely fashion. Consequentl y desperately needed recnhitments were nOt

'3 1

achieved. It does

not

appear that there was any capacity to ,provide infrastructure

secrctanu
iui

support for these new faculty. An equally strongly held belief within the Department was that
they had secured designated fund i ng for the impletnent.ation of an electronic medical a-ecord for
their clinical practices. It appears that the Dean was concerned that there was inadequate
preparation for fill! implementation and running costs of the conversion and felt it inapr ropn2:
to expend the money at this time. While the reviewers had neither the mandate riot the expertise
to delve into the funding streams, and the functional planning and implementation strategies of
an electronic medical record, the $1300,000 allocated seems rather modest slum. Secure
downstream sources for full deployment and maintenance did not seem to have been adiressed

We cite these two examples because of the parlous state of relationships between the Department
and the Dean's offices. They have contributed to a heightened sense of aggrievemcnt anti
misunderstanding at a time when this can be ill-afforded. While the concept of "ono
enters into the academic funding discourse,

it

appears that expansion Rinds together

u glh"
with

rare v

c:hrr

interests of the Winnipeg Regional Health Authority and Manitoba Health may provide
opportunities for increased funding. This opportunity, jointly managed with mutual respect,
might help to support the enhanced development ©f academic family practice at the University of
anitoba,

r)ppo tumties: There is an interest in renewing and advancing the delivery of primary care
services in the Province of Manitoba and in the WRJ-IA in particular. There is an opportunity to
link these developments with the development of academic family practice, an essential element
in any sustained renewal, One should have optimism that with clear strategic planning and
collaborative financial accountability, it is likel y that opportunities for mutually beneficial
investments could be found, This wilt require a degree of collegial and coherent financial
management that has not yet been achieved between the Department, the Faculty, and the
"VRHA. The development of this relationship should be

\s po_t of

E

high priority.

rrvic-,v and prioritizati n exercise the Dian, the interim fam

subsequently new) Department Head and Associate Department Head who-old

esrahlish a series ofjoint meetings of their senior financial offizers and adviscrs to
clarify the current state of accounts and financial lows. They should ide tutu the
opportunities for full deployment of existing availab'e funds, prioritization of
expenditures towards strategic goals and identification of opportunities for addirionol
funding sources.

• The bylaw review and implementation for the Department of Family . P ractice s-could
proceed forthwith,

• The roles and responsibilities of the fiscal committee should be clearly outlined

• The non-physician portion oftThe "dock Funding" should be a ,ugh priority for
renegotiation with Manitoba Health. There has been no increase in this fund n over a
decade while the intensity of need for the people represented by this t1and' as
increased.

Issue is Education

The reviewers were privy to the most recent summary accreditation reports for both the CCFP
and the CCFP-EM programs. In addition, one reviewer was aware of the broadly co mendable
dee opments in the Faculty's undergraduate program. Consequently, it would be redundant to
review the current fully accredited status of the educational programs for which the Deparunent
is responsible. However, given the centrality of educational programs to the Department's
mission, and the passionate commitment across interdisciplinary facult y and stiff, we would
make the following additional obsers'ations.
We had lunch with a small number of medical students on the first day and they proved
remarkably insightful and positive about the discipline and the role that they felt family
practitioners could play within a curriculum currently overloaded with specialists. While they
_.. ,.. ... ... he

: c sly no,cd

S,.

1ncer about the attitude of the local departrn erit the y ha, (

;.sifts into ways in which things might be different.

,

f

- Family is the hardest thing to do well.,,
".he

curriculum should emphasize the positive aspects of being a generalisr

involved in a range ofacti.vities "
- "Family is the fallback: position in the culture here, but increasing examples o
Students choosing Family Practice may mean things are shifting."
- " We need to have increased confidence in ourselves in order to Choose Family
Practice."

"rnteraction with the Department is almost nil,"
"The Northern Unit Experience is the best week of first year but it's seen as
something extra rather than part of the curricuium."
- Much more could be achieved with learn teaching approaches to health issues
where "the specialist talks about what they did with patient; in hospital while the

family doc could demonstrate "the reason ,eopie don 'r came into the hcaspi'c l is
because I did my job well."
- They were aware of the Welcome Back Manitoba program.

These observations are provided in detail because it would appear that there is a positive
substrate for Family Practice among thoughtful medical students. The recent marketing
stud y and some of the CARMS data may represent a positive directior upon which to build,

On the other hand, our lunch with some two dozen residents together with subsequent
correspondence might hest be characterized as a series of complaints (with a-few very
welcomed kudos), We are cautious to no read too much into such a brief" snapshot and mar.,afthe complaints seemed trivial (timing of holidays), and predictable {to Q much touchy
rely „ emphasis on rotes and relationships rather than high tech procedures, etc.;, but some
were more substantial concerns about the experiences being heavily preceptor dependent
insufficiently evidence based. It is difficult to make much comment on this other than
perms it eft r .akc3 sat 3 sli . d fcult ro crY^tw s usfio_l resi tents.

and

Faculty development appears (under quite constrained circumstances) to have developed a
commendable vision and have partnered with the researeh director to deal °ith base
"information mastery" in response to the evidence based medicine concerns of the residents,
On the limited budget, they outlined their Casks as enhancing skills. reward and recow l?uionn.
faWuity evaluation and staff development. It would appear that Dr, Martin has is ovite
effective leadership in a situation where the community based faculty development at the
faculty level has been vacant for approximately t 5 months after being shifted to the
Department of Medical Education. Dr, Martins planned departure in January, with no
obvious succession planning, should be a source of concern notwithstanding the dedicated
and thoughtful staff we met. The rate of change envisioned in both the environment and the
Department itself underscores the importance of a robust and responsive faculty.
development, It would appear that the evolving urban based

aboriginal

trairing stream is nut

particularly well connected to the Northern Medical Unit and their rural programs. Tiiis :my
be an opportunity to shift the ethos of the Department to more clearly Focus on ? t . gi allied
populations and to develop closer ties with rural components necessary to fulfill the
pre y inwial mandate. Experience elsewhere (British Columbia, € Quebec, New I i.:nns-pick.
Newfoundland, etc) indicate that an unambiguous focus on acquitting social accou:itabiiitie
through assessing priority health needs can, properly coordinated, attract significant ex'e;r fl
funding and partnerships.

There appears to be limited input

from

the Department at the Undergraduate Medical

Education Curriculum Committee and other places of poten=tial influence for increased
presence in the undergraduate curriculum- At a time when expansion funds are towing_ this
relative absence may be unwise,

Issue S;

Promotions and reeogni ion

L 'X >

sii:ce th

o
,
,
; they b 2i of 1 he^f1- nsi r nf
l y P^: lr'3'. : d

and are currently being rewritten. There does not appeLrr tcj be a very tangible e,^p °ess: i on of
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promotion, accomplishrnerit, at d career development in working in the Department. As the nonphysician portion cf the block funding has no been renegotiated there appears to be all untund

°bpi

functional liability in terms of the increased workload without a commensurate en ncctt ent et'
personnel.

Suggestions- As part of the review and planning process a formalized system of recognition and

reward would be helpful in promoting positive change,

Summadve Comment

Lrunet expectations from within and the usual external expectations from the Faeulty cf
Medicine and Health Authority have been a feature of this department for several years. With
such i limited OFT workforce, expectations need to be reconciled. Although the faculty and
staff of this department were often accused of seeing themselves as the poor second, cousins of
the Region and Faculty, this is their reality. At the risk of offending all the players involved, the
social accountability of Manitoba Health, the University of Manitoba, the Winnipeg Regicilai
Health Authority, and the Department must be reviewed, The aim surely must be to provide
opportunities by which ideas and plans maybe generated. The future of health se v ce de1vey
is at stake.

Woodard and Moores

' Diane E.'Natscn, Afan Katz, Robert J, Reid, ogdan >3ngdanovic, Norraioi Ra p s, and Petra
keppner
Family physician workloads and access to care in Winn€peg. x99. to 2001
-an. Med. Assoc, J., Aug 2004; 171: 339 - 342 ; doH:10.I503/crnej.1C31047
}tabard R W., Caring for a Common Future, Medici Education 2006; 4O: 3C1-33
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DRAFT OF TERMS OF RE FE RENCE E XTERNAL REV EW
DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY fiEDI+C M WINNIPEG RE GIONAL
HEALTH AUTHOR° AND FACULTY OF MEDICINE
JJN1V'ERS TY 0 MANITOBA
1 Purpose: This external review is a standard part ©f university practice at
the time of department head ap po intment or reappointment. It is a very
useful process for the department, the faculty, and the region in the ongoing
development off our academic and service delivery progr am.
2. Scope The Winnipeg Re onal Health Authority and the Faculty of
Medicine, University ofM r^ toba are committed to wcrrk to refine our
fi.m ction as two institutions working in a continuum to provide an Academic
Healthcare Center. Our depanmtnt heads fill both c-iinical and academic
depattment head positions to integrate our functions more a ciently. For
this reason the scope of th s review is broad and comprehensive.

2.1 Service Delivery
This external review should review and conirnent on service delivery for
primary healthcare i n the broad sense in the Winaipeg Regional Health
Authori ty and selected areas in Manitoba. As such the reviewers will be
asked to meet with members of the academic department reg arding clinical
service issues, primary care providers in the Winnipeg Regional Health
Authority to include independent family doctors„ separately organized
multidisciplinary primary care centers such as the Access centers and other
providers of primary care including nurse practitioners, midwives and social
services. We will request att en dance by members from outlying regional
health authorities regarding clinical service as well,
Because of the interface between the Depart. cents of Family Medicine,
Internal & edi^.ine, p ediatrics, Surgery And Obstetrics and Gynecology
interviews will, be arranged with members of these departments as well.
Representation in interview will be provided also from both major teaching
hospitals to include the Health Sciences Center and St. Boniface hospital

2.2 Education Affairs
This external review will incl :de interviews with the Associate Dean and
r
members of the Underg aduate Medical Education Comxrittee, the associate
of the pogrduate rndica1 education
Dean and sabers of the members
training com m ttee, and the Associate Dean Continue ig Medical Education
to allow assessment of the i volvmrne t and pe r formance oftthe Department
of Family Medicine in these areas,Interviews with students in these areas
will be made available,
2J Research A f rirs
Opportunities to review research actMMMty within the department will include
a variety of faculty within the de ment an d in the University research
structure_
This review is an i mportant pert of our joint acaderthc and clinical activities.
We very much value the willingness of individuals to take pan in the
process. We will make available appropriate support sp y ; support staff,
travel totally, and arrange for rncetiigs of individuals identified as important
who may not have been an the original agenda.

We would ask that the review be completed and a report provided by July
15, 2006
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